The New MIG Skirting System is easy to install, hide cables, retro fit for renovations FAST!

The new MIG skirting of Döllken proves that it is possible for a skirting to look good and be useful as well. The clever hinge mechanism provides easy painting, cable access mitre options and seamless finish.

The new MIG - a highlight on every wall:

- Easy: The clever hinge mechanism
- Useful: Renovation works without removing the skirting
- Invisible: The concealed cable channel
- Additional: Accessories for laying through the cables
- Transition: Flexible lips for uneven walls and floors.

Just scan the QR code and you can see an animated video about the installation of the Quick MIG!
Accessories:

- External Corners 90°
- Internal Corners 90°
- Endcaps
- Connectors

Quickly installed:
Thanks the ready-made holes quickly and safely fixed.

Quickly renovated:
Simply open, renovate, painting, paperhanging, close it - ready.

Quickly layed cables:
Hide the cable in the integrated channel, close it, clip on the decorated accessories.

Designs

- 1019 white matt
- 436A alu metallic
- W129 oak vosges
- W212 oak ancien
- W274 oak roma
- W275 vineyard oak
- W463 oak masala
- W464 oak husky
- W702 oak sutter
- W704 oak smoked
- W705 oak belini
- W706 oak celtic
- W707 oak country white
- W708 walnut antique
- W709 oak antique dark

The quickest skirting in the world!